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Abstract 
We present a fundamental procedure for instant ren-
dering from the radiance equation. Operating directly 
on t.he textured scene description, the very efficient and 
simple algorithm produces photorealistic images with-
out any kerne! or solution discretization of the underly-
ing integral equation. Rendering rat.es of a few seconds 
are obtained by exploiting graphics hardware, the de-
terministic technique of the quasi-random walk for the 
solution of the global illumination problem, and the 
new method of jittered low discrepancy sampling. 
1 Introd uction 
Provided a realistic scene description, rendering from 
the radiance integral equation [Kaj86] yields realistic 
images. Under the assumption of diffuse reftection , the 
rnost popular approaches to approximate the solution 
of the Fredholm integral equation are radiosity algo-
rithms. In the classical algorithms [CW93], the kerne! 
of the radiance integral equation is projected onto some 
finite base, yielding the form factor matrix which is of 
quadratic order in the number of scene elements. For 
its sparse representation, hierarchical methods with hi-
erarchical base functions have been introduced. Nev-
ertheless, these Galerkin algorithms need to store the 
kerne! and solution discretization of the integral equa-
tion. In addition to the high complexity of accurate 
mesh generation for shadow representation [LTG92], 
such projections introduce a discretization error. 
From the domain of Monte Carlo simulation, algo-
rithms without kerne! discretization are available, us-
ing the random integration scheme for only projecting 
the solution onto a finite base. Similar to the ran-
dom approaches, a deterministic particle simulation 
scheme based on low discrepancy sampling has been 
introduced in [Kel96]. This deterministic scheme con-
verges smoother at a slightly superior rate and exposes 
no yariance as compared to stochastic algorithms. In 
bidirectional path tracing [LW93, VG94], even the dis-
cretization of the solution of the radiance equation has 
been avoided, but the rendering time is far from real-
time. 
On the other hand graphics hardware is capable 
of illuminating and shadowing textured scenes by ex-
tended light sources [HA90, Hei91 , SKvW+92] in real-
time. 
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In our new approach wc c:ombim• th(' ach·;rnt.agC's 
of deterministic particlc simulat.ion of light. , i.l'. t.lH' 
quasi-random walk principle , with tlw ;wailabk hard-
ware capabilities t.o consistcntly render from tlw radi-
ance equation, neither projecting the kerne! 11or t.IH' so-
lution of the integral equation, resulting in a vC'ry fast. , 
robust and straight forward t.o implement prnc:PdmP. 
Following this introduction , in the second scct.ion of 
this paper, we briefty resume the mat.hemat.ical modd 
of the global illumination problem. The third sect.ion 
explains the new rendering proccdurc and its 11ndrr-
lying techniques of quasi-Monte Carlo integration and 
the quasi-random walk principle. Afü-~ r point.ing out. 
some extensions of the basic algorithm for including 
antialiasing by jittered low discrepancy sampling , s1)('c-
ular effects, and modifications for reaJt.imc applicat.ion 
in section four, the algorithm is discussed in thc tift.h 
section. The final section draws the conclusion and 
points out directions of future research. 
2 Global Illumination 
Our eyes perceive radiance , which is power per unit. 
area per uuit solid angle. In vacuum the radiancc L 
fulfills the radiance eqnation [Kaj86] 
L(y,wr) = Le(Y,Wr) 
+ l f r(wi , y ,wr)L(h(y ,w;),-w;) cosH;diJ;, 
where n is the set of all directions w = ( H, (p) of thc 
unit hemisphere aligned normal to the surface in point 
y. S is the surface of the scene modeled as boundary 
representation. The function h returns the first. point 
hit when shooting a ray from y into direction wi. The 
term cos ()i projects the incoming radiance normal to 
the surface, where ()i if the azimuth angle between t.he 
surface normal in y and the direction of incidencc Wi. 
The radiance L in a point y E S into direction w.,. E 0 
so is the sum of source radiance Le and reflected radi-
ance. Using operator not.ation we have the short.hand 
L=Le+T1„ L. 
The bidirectional reflectance distribution function j.„ 
accounts for the surface properties likc color ancl gloss. 
In the general setting this function clepends 011 the in-
cident direction wi and reftected dircctiou w,. of ra-
diance and the location y. In the ra<liosity setting 
fr = fd(Y) := Pd;Y) is restricted to only diffuse re-
flection. Then the radiance becomes isotropic, too: 
Pd(Y) l L(y) = Le(Y) + -- L(h(y,wi)) cosBidwi, 
7r fl 
where Pd(Y) is the reflectivity of the diffuse surface tex-
ture. 
Given the quadruple (S, fr, Le, w) , the global illu-
minntion problem consists in calculating functionals of 
the form 
(L, iI!) := L L L(y,w)iI!(y,w) cosBdwdy 
either in the radiosity setting or for the full radiance 
equation. There are various choices for the detector 
functional iI!, e.g. the sum of orthonormal base vec-
tors of a finite vector space, as used in classical or 
hierarchical radiosity approaches [CW93]. Instead of 
discretizing the solution of the integral equation and 
then having to render it in a separate pass, we directly 
select 
_ b(w - wy
1
) 1 _ 
iI!mn(y ,w) := . B -
1
p 
1
xPmn(h(y,w)) 
COS nm 
detecting the average radiance passing through the 
pixel Pmn of the image matrix as seen by a pinhole 
camera 1 from the focal point y f. wy 1 = P - y f is the 
direction of a point P in the support of Pmn through 
YJ· Xpmn is the characteristic function of the pixel's 
support and b the Kronecker delta function. 
3 The new Algorithm 
Our new algorithm generates a particle approximation 
of the diffuse radiance in the scene. Then the graph-
ics hardware renders an image with shadows for each 
particle used as point light source. Global illumination 
finally is obtained by summing up the single images 
in an accumulation buffer [HA90] and displaying the 
result. The particle density is generated by the quasi-
random walk [Kel96] based on the method of quasi-
Monte Carlo integration, both of which are explained 
in the next two sections. Before we derive the algo-
rithm. 
The average radiance passing through a pixel Pmn 
is 
(L, iI!mn) = (Le, iI!mn) + (TJrL, iI!mn) 
(Le, iI!mn) + TmnL, (1) 
where the shorthand TrnnL defines the rendering oper-
ator, which determines the at least once reflected radi-
ance through Prnn· If the radiance L in the radiosity 
1 For more elaborate camera models we refer to [KMH95]. 
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setting can be approximated by a discrete <knsity of 
M point light sources 
Al - 1 
L(y) ~ L L;b(y - P;) , (2) 
i= O 
where Li is the racliance and P; is thc posit.ion of t!H' 
i-th light source, the application of T, 1111 to t li<· part ide 
approximation, yielcls the vcry fast. rcndcring algorithm 
M - 1 
Lmn ~ (Le , iI!,,,n) + L T,„„L;b(y - P;). 
i= O 
Tmn applied to a point light saure!' simultancuusly nm 
be evaluatecl for all pixels of the imagc matrix by call-
ing a standard graphics hardware illumination routi1w 
in the manner of [Hei91 , SK vW+92], produc:ing t.IH• 
shaded image of the t.extured scenc including shadows. 
The directly visible light sources in (Le, iI! 11 , 11 ) an' rcn-
dered on the fly by assigning emission t.o t.hc corr!'-
sponcling surface elements . The algorit.hm so dirrctly 
operates on the text.ured scene descript.ion in imag<~ 
space and does not apply any kernel or solut.ion dis-
cretization to the integral equation. In consequence 
no mesh artefacts will occur and also no topological 
data structure like an e.g. winged-edge rcprcsentat.ion 
is required for interpolation or overlapping coeffic:ients 
evaluation. A small number lvl of point light somc:0s 
will be sufficient, since from multipass rendcring with 
expensive local pass c:alculations [CSSD94], it is known , 
that a very coarse radiosity solution suffices t.o produce 
realistic images . So the speed of the algoritlnn in main 
depends on the frame generation rate of the graphic:s 
hardware, promising interactive rates of photorealistic: 
image generation. 
3.1 Quasi-Monte Carlo Integration 
When integrating functions f over the s-dimensional 
unitc:ube [O , 1) 8 , usual Newton-Cotes style quadratme 
formulas are not applicable in high dimensions duc to 
an exponential number of nodes or do not work at 
maximum efficienc:y when applied to cliscontinuous in-
tegrands. Independent of dimension and smoothness 
the Monte Carlo method [Nie92] 
N-1 
r f( x) d.T ~ ~ L f(x;) 
l ro,1)• i=o 
estimates the integral by averaging N integrand val-
ues sampled at randomly chosen locations x;. E [O, 1) 8 . 
The error of the estimation is expccted to be less than 
JfJ, where 0"2 (!) is the variance uZ f . Based on the 
central limit theorem , for sufficiently large N wit.h a 
probability of 99. 73 the error of the estimation is less 
than 3~.)J), but in computer graphics often N is too 
small to guarantee this probability. 
a b c 
Figurc 1: Two dimensional uniform sampling patterns: 
a) random, b) jittered, and c) Halton for N = 64 sam-
ples . 
Since a computer is a deterministic automata, no 
real random numbers are available, and deterministic 
a lgorithms, like the linear congruence generator [Nie92], 
have to be used to simulate random numbers by their 
statistical properties. However profound investigations 
yield, that not randomness, but uniformity of the sam-
pling pattern is important for the fast convergence of 
the quadrature. 
A sequence of points PN = { x 0 , ... , x N -d is uni-
formly distributed in [O, 1)8 if and only if its discrep-
ancy 
D*(PN) := sup 1 r x1(x) dx - ~ f X1(x;)I 
J E.:f " 11 -• i=O 
vanishes for N --+ oo [Nie92]. The discrepancy is de-
fined as the worst case error for integrating the charac-
teristic functions X1 of all axis-aligned subcubes J, in-
cluding the origin, of the family .J* := Ulj=1 [O , aj) C 
[O, 1)8 }, using the sample points PN. In the quasi-
Monte Carlo method [Nie92] the random samples with 
a discrepancy of almost surely 0 ( J log ~g N) are re-
p laced by deterministic ones, especially designed for 
integration. Lacking almost any statistical properties , 
these so-called low discrepancy points are more uni-
formly distributed, expose faster convergence rates and 
allow deterministic error bounds as opposed to the 
Monte Carlo method. 
Based on the radical inverse function 
00 00 
<I>b('i) := L aj(i) b-j- I E [O, 1) {:} i = L aj(i) bi, 
j=O j=O 
void <I> (int b, int i) 
{ 
double x = 0.0, f .!_ . 1 • • 
while (i) 
{ 
:i: += f * (double) (i '/, li) ; 
i /= h; 
f •= i;; 
return :i: ; 
Figure 2: Pseudocode for thc dircct. calrnlatio11 of tlH• 
radical inverse function. 
addition the Halton points arc availablc for any choil'P 
of N independent of dimension 8. Compatwl to N-
rooks sampling, wherc for cach dimension a ra11dolll 
permutation of size O(N) and unknown quality has t.o 
be stored, the Halton points can be geuerat.cd for ar-
bitrary i (see figure 2) or successively (see figun~ 3) hy 
the algorithm [HW64] at a speed comparablc to 11s11al 
pseudo-random generators without additional storage. 
The discrepancy is the order of convergencc for fu11 c-
tions of certain smoothness (for details see [Nie92]) , 
promising quasi-Monte Carlo integration to be roughly 
quadratically faster than the Monte Carlo method. Thc 
integrands in computer graphics, however, are disco11-
tinuous, allowing only very pessimistic uppcr crror 
bounds. Nevertheless, the numerical evidence in [KelOG] 
shows that the calculation of functionals of the so-
lution of the radiance equation by means of low dis-
crepancy sequences results in a smoother convergence 
and slightly superior rate as compared to random sam-
pling. In [PTVF92] a plausibili ty argument gives thc 
( "1.!. rate of 0 N- 2 . ) as upper bound for the quasi-Monte 
Carlo method applied to discontinuous functions. For 
high dimension , this rate converges to the random rate 
of O(N-~), but since s « oo, the rate of sampling 
with Halton points is superior to random sampling. 
The above arguments also apply to jittered sampling 
[Mit96], but the low discrepancy pattern is deterrni11-
istic and therefore works without variance! 
the s-dimensional Halton low discrepancy sequence (see 3.2 The Quasi-Random Walk 
figure 1) is 
x; = (<I>b, (i), ... , <I>b, (i)), i E IN , 
where bj is the j-th prime number. This sequence has 
( 1 'N ) a discrepancy of 0 T- . Note, that each segment 
PN' of a !arger segment PN, N ' < N, of successive 
points of the Halton sequence is of low discrepancy, 
too, which is not the case for variance reduced sam-
pling methods like jittered or N-rooks sampling. In 
3 
In realistic applications the transport operator norm 
llTJr II < 1, meaning that less than 100% of the incident 
radiance is reflected. So the Neumann series 
00 
L = (I -T1J - 1 L e = ~ T},.Le 
j = O 
converges and can be used to solve the integral cqua-
tion. Inserted in (1), after some tra.nsforma.tions, for 
void cl> ( int b, double x) 
double h, hh, r = 1.0 - x - l e - 10; 
if(t < r) 
X += i; 
else 
{ 
h 
do 
.!_. 
b ' 
hh = h; 
h •= i; 
while(h >= r); 
X += /i/i + h - 1.0; 
return .T ; 
Figure 3: P seudocode for the incremental calculation 
of the radical inverse function. 
the radiosity setting we get 
TmnL = -J-- f / /. / Pi(Yo ,wo, ... ,wj) 1 mnl j=O } Pmn l r:i1 } S , 
, , cosBj cosB' ( ) 
V(y j, Y )fd(Y) I ,12 dyodwo · · · dwidP. 3 YJ -y 
Here Se is the support of the light sources, and y' = 
h(y 1 , P - y 1 ) is the first point hit , when shooting a ray 
from the eye at YJ through the point P E Prnn into 
the scene. V (YJ, y') checks the mutual visibility of the 
points YJ and y', yielding 1 in case of visibility and 0 
eise. Similar to [Kel96] , the radiance density 
j 
Pi(Yo,wo, . . . ,wj) := Le(Yo) IJ (cosB1 - ifd(Y1)), 
l=l 
is simulated by its particle nature using the technique 
of the quasi-random walk. Here y0 E Se is a point 
on a light source, and the subsequent points Yi+l := 
h(yj, wj), j E IN , of a path are determined by ray shoot-
ing. Taking the diffuse part of the scene, the operator 
norm can be estimated by the mean reflectivity 
where the scene is composed out of K surface elements 
Ak with average diffuse reflectivity of Pd,k· Assuming p 
as overall reflectivity for the moment, from N particles 
started at the light sources, pN particles are supposed 
4 
a b 
Figure 4: Diffuse scattering modeled by a) pst•11clo-
random and b) Halton samples for N = 16. 
not to be absorbed by the first. reflect.ion, p~ N s11r-
vive the second reflection and so on . Since i11 rea.list.ir 
scene models, the actual diffuse reflcctivit.y lias only 
small deviation from p, we can use fractional a bsorp-
tion and avoid Russian Roulette absorpt.ion [ AK90]. 
Applying a random walk schcme, TmnL„ is cval11at.cd 
using N point lights, Tm 11 T1"Le by usi11g l/JN J point. 
lights, and so on. To generate this discrete dcnsit.y ap-
proximation of Pi by low discrepancy points , we first fi x 
t he number N of particles to sta1t off the light source. 
By an isometry the first two components of the Hal-
ton sequence are mapped from the unitsquare onto thr. 
surface of the light source, yielding the starting point. 
Yo ( <l>2, <l> 3) with power Le (Yo) supp Le. In the casc of 
multiple light sources, first a light sourcc is selectc<l 
by the composition method identical to [Kc196], thcn 
the isometry is applied . Exploiting the propert.y of the 
Halton sequence, that segments of the sequence havc 
small discrepancy, too, the li'JN J first points are used 
to shoot a ray into direction w0 using 
where the direction already is distributed with respcct 
to the cos-term in t he density Pi· In y 1 = h(yo ,wo) t.he 
particle's radiance is attenuated by fr1(y 1 ). From t.hesc 
particles the first l7P N J continue their paths, rcpeati11g 
the procedure until no particles remain. Thc start.i11g 
points y0 , and the subsequent hitpoint.s of t.he abovc 
quasi-random walk then form the discrete density ap-
proximation (2), which is used for the hardwarc light-
ing in our algorithm. In order to use the full accuracy 
of the frame buffer, the alLeuuaLiou by flf=1 fr1(Y1) is 
compensated by the factor L-P;1N J , making thc contribu-
tion of each image equally important. The quasi-Monte 
Carlo integration of all images is performecl by accumu-
lating the images with the weight -}J (see pseu<lo-co<le 
No =N 
(L„ Wmn) + Tm„Le 
t--
l7WJ TmnTj"Le 
T'. ., 
mnTjdLe 
1 
0 1 1 
s 
0 2 4 6 
Figure 5: The quasi-randorn walk integration scherne. 
double Weight, Start = IV; 
int i, j, End, Reflections O; 
while(True) 
{ 
End = (int) Start; 
Start •= p; 
if(( int) Start >=End) 
break; 
for(i = (int) Start; i < End; i++) 
y = y(<I> 2(i), <I> :i( i)) ; 
L = L ,(y) * supp L,; 
Weight = IV; 
for(j = O; j <= Reflections; j++) 
{ 
RenderSceneWit hLight(L, y); 
AccumulateWeighted(l.0 /IV); 
w = w(<I>1,2;+" (i), <1>b2,+,, (i)); 
y = h(y ,w); 
Weight •= p; 
L •= f (1 ) (double) N • 
d ./ floor(Weight) ' 
Reflections++; 
in figure 6). The nurnber M of radiance points gener- } 
ated is bounded by 
Loo . 1 -M < -rJ N = --N =: lN p 1 - ' j =O - p 
and so is linear in N depencling on the average scene 
reflectivity p, where l is the rnean path length. 
The quasi-ranclorn walk concentrates the particles 
in the lower powcrs of the reflection operator, which 
due to the operator norrn contribute the rnost irnpor-
tant parts of the image, thus fully exploiting the advan-
tages of low di scrcpancy sarnpling. The fcw particles 
rernaining for highcr ordcr reflections, show at warst 
random convergence behavior (see previous section). 
This integration scheme is illustrated in figure 5. The 
starting points aud directions, and the scattering di-
rections according to the cos 8-distribution generated 
by random and Halton samples can be seen in figure 
4. Obviously the deterministic low discrepancy sam-
ples are more uniformly distributed than the ranclom 
samples. 
4 Extensions 
The fast, cleterministic radiosity a lgorithm introduced 
in the previous section consistently renders diffuse 
global illumination for still irnages. By the new concept 
of jittered low discrepancy sampling, we treat issues of 
5 
DisplayAccBuffer(); 
Figure 6: Pseudocodc for thc ncw algorithm usiug t.lu~ 
quasi-random walk for disndc dcusit.y apprnxi1natiou 
of radiance. 
antialiasing in order to improv< ~ imagc qua lity at low 
sampling rates by random clements. Thcu s1wcular d -
fects are added to the algorithm. Finally modificatious 
for realtime walkthrougbs a.rc indicatccl. 
4.1 Jittered Low Discrepancy Sampling 
The quasi-random walk density approximatiou is dct<~r­
rninistically modelcd by thc Halt.an scquern:<'. Ta.ki11g 
a look at the two-dimensional Hammcrslcy sccpw1H:<· 
(-Jl, <I> 2 (i))~0 1 in figure 7, it bccomcs obvio11s, timt tlw 
low discrepancy points based on radical inversion arc 
aligned to a grid. This grid structurc guaraut<~cs a 
rninirnum distance propcrty, a.nd as such an implicit 
stratification, but has high aliasing ampl itudcs iu its 
Fourier transform. Choosing N = b"- samples, wc~ havc 
1 
inf (<I>h(·i) - <T>,,(.i)) = N 
i-cf.j 
as the grid resolution for hase b. Since N 11s11ally is 
not a power of the base, thc gricl rcsolutiou 1,~. is d< ~­
termined by bn- l < N < = bn. 
a b c 
Figure 7: Two dimensional uniform sampling patterns 
for N. = 16: a) Poisson disk, b) jittered Hammersley, 
and c) Hammersley and their Fourier transforms for 
N = 64 samples. 
Thc new concept of jittered low discrepancy sam-
pling now joins the two worlds of Monte Carlo and 
quasi-Monte Carlo integration, by using low discrep-
ancy point sets as stratification. This is clone by ran-
domizing each iow discrepancy point in its raster cell 
(see figure 7), replacing the radical inverse <I>b by <I>b + 
~, where ~ is a random variable. Assuring that the 
sample remains in the unit interval, the grid resolution 
can be approximated by -}J. Since a finite set of sam-
ples always will alias when applied to not bandlimited 
functions , random elements are required to attenuate 
the aliasing effects. At low sampling rates, jittered low 
discrepancy sampling so maps high frequencies to noise 
and reproduces low frequencies correctly, approximat-
ing the properties of the Poisson disk pattern. From 
the images in figure 7 it also becomes obvious, that the 
jitterecl Hammersley sequence in two dimensions is a 
special case of N-rooks sampling. But the Hammers-
ley points can be generated without storing a random 
permutation; they implicitly are a permutation with 
low discrepancy. 
Jittered low discrepancy sampling can be applied 
twice in our algorithm. Applied to pixel supersam-
pling for antialiasing as in [HA90], the two dimensional 
jittered Hammersley sequence exposes an even faster 
convergence than jittered or N-rooks sampling. This 
can be seen in figure 8, where the RMS-error is plotted 
versus the sampling rate N for an experiment where 
images of the textured scene in figure 11 at sampling 
rate N = 1 ... 64 were compared to a master calcula-
tion at 640 samples. In our new algorithm then, ac-
corcling to the path number 'i, the corresponding x; of 
the Hammersley sequence is fixed , and jittered for each 
image produced by the particles of the path. Since N 
usually is !arge enough, this way hardware antialias-
ing, available on some graphics accelerators, becomes 
redundant. Concerning the quasi-random walk, the 
components of the Halton vector have to be jittered 
6 
0 .1 .-------~-------~ 
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Figure 8: Convergence of different sa111pli11g pattnns . 
by different rangcs. Starting on t.hc light so11rc<>s w<' 
have N particles, where t.he coordinatcs ( <I>:!, <I>:i) will 
be jittered by -}J, in the next stcp only l7JN J part.i-
cles are traced, so the jitter range is Lr'.v J , and so 011. 
Using this procedure, the grid structurc of t.IH' H<dton 
sequence is resolved , even improving the cliscrrpanc~-. 
4.2 Specular Effects 
The particle density generatecl by the quasi-ramlo111 
walk only approximates the diffuse racliance. To add 
the specular effects we first Jet Tmn use the full ßR.DF 
fr in the hardware lighting pass, enabling specular 
highlights as can be seen in figure 11. In the particlc 
generation phase, by a random clecision each surface is 
testecl to be specular or diffuse accorcling to its BRDF 
[CRMT91]. In case of specular refiection a virtual light 
source is generated, i. e. the origin af the ray is mirrored 
by the specular surface under consideration. The vir-
tual light source now illuminates the part of the scene 
inside the pyramid spanned by itself and the cont.our 
of the refiecting element using techniques of [DB94]. 
Note that virtual light sources can only be applied at 
planar polygon level. Then the incoming particle is re-
fiected by a random decision according t.o the specular 
part of the BRDF. Particles hitting specular surfaces 
so produce a virtual light source raising M ancl cause a 
lengthening of the low discrepancy path by a random 
piece. If the graphics hardware support.s spot light.s 
and the particles (L;, P;,w;) are equipped with their 
direction of incidence, even more general light source 
emission, i.e. with a cosd-distribution, and specular 
scattering can be simulated. Finally the visible specu-
lar objects have tobe treated separately by ray t.racing 
or advanced hardware techniques of [DB94]. 
4.3 Realtime Walkthroughs 
The algorithm designed so far produces still irnages. 
In an animated environment, the variance reduction 
by avoiding Russian Roulette absorption now must be 
abandoned. The scattering decisions of the quasi-random 
walk then still are taken by (jittered) low discrepancy 
points to optimally exploit spatial coherence, but the 
absorption has to be modeled by pseudo-random num-
bers [AK90]. All images produced by one path are 
accumulated and the resulting image is stored with its 
time of generation. Keeping the last N images of the 
last N paths, each time a new path is completed, the 
oldest image is replaced. The current N irnages then 
are accumulated and clisplayed, so implicitly perform-
ing temporal antialiasing. Still using 1 - p as overall 
absorption probability, the mean path length l usually 
ranges from 1 to 10, and only l images are expected 
to be generated for one time step, allowing for real-
time renclering rates! Since our algorithm operates on 
the scene graph, animated environments can be treated 
without further effort. 
Using textu~e ·mapping harclware for displaying il-
lumination maps, generalizing the method of [HH96] 
yields another approach to realtime walkthroughs. ln-
stead of using jittered sampling ancl p = 6, i.e. only di-
rect illumination, we i:eplace the light samples of [HH96] 
by our cliscrete density approximation of radiance. By 
this simple enhancement the algorithm of [HH96] ren-
ders the global diffuse illumination into textures, which 
then interactively can be displayed. i3esides consider-
able memory consumption, the solution of the radiance 
equation now is cliscretized in textures, which may re-
sult in visible artefacts, if the texture resolution has 
been chosen to small. 
5 Discussion of the Algorithm 
The algorithm is illustrated in figure 9 for a path num-
ber of N = 9, where the single images created by the 
point light sources are shown in analogy to the graph 
in figure 5. The result of accumulating N = 128 paths 
(i.e. 296 images in PAL-resolution 720x576 pixels) is 
shown in figure 10. This image of a scene of 402 quad-
rangles has been produced on a Silicon Graphics Onyx 
with Reality Engine2 graphics and a 75MHz R8000 pro-
cessor in 24 seconds seconds by the shaclow algorithm 
of [Hei91]. Using the shadow techniques of [SKvW+92] 
woulcl result in an at least twice as fast algorithm. This 
emphasizes the fact , that the performance of our ap-
proach in main depends on the hardware illumination 
speed, since the particle approximation can be gener-
ated instantly. Note , that the smooth shadows and the 
inclirect illumination are obtainecl without any mesh-
ing. 
Exploiting shaclow caching ancl eye ray coherence, 
the point light sources are also suitecl for evaluating 
Tmn by ray tracing. Since our access to graphics hard-
ware was restricted to the above example, we usecl this 
method to simulate graphics harclware for the confer-
ence room2 of 39584 scene primitives. Independent of 
2 The models of this paper (except for figure 11) are taken 
the number of extended light sources, the image in fig-
ure 12 demonstrates the power of the method cv<'11 for 
the !arge number of 248 light sourccs for 011ly N = 128 
paths. 
Since the algorithm dirPctly opcrat<'s 011 t.hP sc:<'IH' 
graph without additio11al storagp for dis<T<'tizations. 
animated environmPnts or ryclir graphs as nsl'd for 
plant modeling easil.v can bc rl'nderl'd in a photml'alis-
tic way. Tlie- only additional data strnd11r<' n~qnin·d 
is a space order like e:g. a DSP-tr<'<' for aCTl'IPrnt-
ing the ray shooting /i (.'f. w). 011 t h<' OJH' hand it is 
possible to generate thc discrC't<' <knsit~· approxirna-
tion (Li, P;)t~o 1 of thc radiancc am! to aftix tlH'SC' light 
sources to the scene descriptio11 , e.g. i\IGF or YTI\11. 
Then the final rendering process, i.c. loacling th<' sC<'JH' 
graph and illuminating it by the point light so111T<'S. 
does not need the space order for ray shootillg . On thC' 
other hand the BSP can be usecl for rC'I1dering \Yith irn-
posters similar to [SLS+96] ancl hiera.rchical dipping, 
speecling up the frames-per-seconcl rate. Thcs<' t<'ch-
niques have not yet been inclucled in the impl<"HH'nta-
tion used for the time measurements , but rcdu<T t.lw 
constant preceeding the time complexity of O(N /\") of 
our algorithm, where the number N of paths ca11 l>P 
freely chosen, with respect to the frame and accun111la-
tion buffer accuracy, and ]( is the number of elements 
in the scene. 
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Two minor problems of the algorithm become ap-
parent at very low sampling rates N. The first problcm 
is the weak singularity of the operator Tmn., i.e. whcn 
the distance IYJ -y' 12 of point light source YJ and point. 
y' to be lit comes close to zero (see figure 9). Then thc 
value to be entered into the frame buffer is ovennodu-
lated ancl will be clipped to the maximal representablC' 
value. The second problem is that each light point. col-
ored by a texture has a !arge inftuence on the ovcrall 
color of the scene. But since all images are weightecl by 
-J;r in the accumulated image, the impact of oue of the 
above cases is at most of order -};r , which ill tlw most 
cases is hardly perceivable. 
6 Conclusion and Future W ork 
A new methocl for rendering from the racliance C'qua-
tion has been introduced. Based on the quasi-randolll 
walk, point light sources are generated for fast hard-
ware illumination. The single images are supcrimposcd , 
yielding one of the fastest and physically correct ren-
dering procedures. Working in image space, t.he a.1-
gorithm does not need any storagc for kerne! or so-
lution discretization or topological information. Th<~ 
from the material arid geometry fo1·mat (MGF)-package of Creg 
Ward (available via http://radsite.lbl.gov/mgf/HDME.html). 
The greyscale scene has been modeled by Peter Shirley. Tl1e 
conference room has been moclelecl by Anat Grynberg and C:reg 
Ward. A photograph of the original room ca11 be fou11d in 
[FvDFH90]. 
efficient algorithm itself is very compact and easily im-
plemented using a standard graphics API, requiring 
only a ray intersection routine and an isometry from 
the unit square onto the surface of each light source. 
The deterministic algorithm has been extended by the 
new concept of jittered low discrepancy sampling. 
Since our method already includes importance sam-
pling, stratification of low discrepancy, and jittering for 
antialiasing, future work will be spent on the dual inte-
gral equation for efficiently sampling the light sources 
with high impact on the final image. A further reduc-
tion of the number M of required point lights can be 
obtained by using iteration schemes, where approxi-
mate solutions for small N' are used for variance re-
duction in a pass using N > N' . Provided, that the 
rendering hardware supplies fog attenuation, even an 
extension to participating media is possible, since the 
direct simulation is easily extended for volume scatter-
ing. 
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Figurc 9: Illustration of the integration scheme in fig-
ure 6 by the intennediate images accumulated by the 
quasi-randorn walk for N = 9 paths. 
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Figure 10: Final image as result of the accumulat.ion 
in figure 9, but for N = 128. 
Figure 11 : Specular effects ( on the floor) by usi11g full 
BRDF fr in Tmn for N = 128. 
Figure 12: Conference roorn image for N = 128. 
